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LIFE PATH, CAREER - Eagle 
There is no point to "grasp with your claws". Take a step back from the situations that frustrate you 
right now and look from a distance. You will soon see those situations much clearer and realise that 
being in control of everything is not often the best solution. 
 
LOVE, RELATIONSHIPS - Beauty 
You are like that precious pearl that someone discovers when the shell opens. To remind you about 
your beauty and your uniqueness, wear pearls during this month of September. Give yourself one 
compliment per day when you look at yourself in the mirror - yes, a new compliment each day! 
 
RESPECT, FAMILY, HEALTH, PAST - Drink Water 
To help your liver challenges and lower your level of anger and frustration, drink plenty of water and 
avoid alcohol beverages this month. 
 
ABUNDANCE, WEALTH & MONEY - Set your Goal 
Setting goals are not always about Money, they better be about Joy and what makes you happy... 
Abundance will follow automatically. Follow your heart. 
 
YOU - Immortal 
Who are you? A infinite being, living infinite lives in infinite dimensions - now! 
 
HELP, HELPERS, TRAVELS - Travelling soon? 
For a successful upcoming travel, place a bunch of fresh pink or red flowers on your travel plans (or 
on a photo of the place you want to go) - ideally in sector '6' of your home. All will be well! 
 
IDEAS, CHILDREN & PROJECTS - Helping Youth 
During this month of September, you are playing a role in a youth's life. You are there for him - or 
her - you listen, you reassure, you inspire, you laugh together and your ability TO BE in the moment, 
your happiness and wisdom will give him - or her - a real boost that could well change his - or her - 
life. You cross path for a reason, a season or a life time. 
 
SPIRITUALITY, STUDY, OPENNESS - Time to Realise 
Sit outside and watch the starry night. Meditate. How big is the Universe? What is Nothing? Where 
do I come from, where do I go? Some big questions come up during this very special time where you 
connect with the stars. Be blessed! 
 
WELL-BEING, SELF CONFIDENCE, RECOGNITION - Eagle again 
The Eagle Spirit comes here again to remind you to look from a distance. 
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